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The Indian Community School, Kuwait 

First Semester Examination 2016 

History – XI 

General Instructions: 

 Answer all the questions. Marks are indicated against each question. 

 Answers to questions carrying 2 marks (Part ‘A’ – Questions 1 to 4) should not 

exceed 30 words. 

 Answers to questions carrying 4 marks (Part ‘B’ –Questions 5 to 9) should not exceed 

100 words.  

 Answer to questions carrying 8 marks (Part ‘C’ –Questions 10 to 13,) should not 

exceed 350 words each. 

 Questions 14 to16 (Part D) are based on sources and have no internal choice. 

 Map question 17 (Part E) carries 5 marks. Students should attach the map within the 

answer scripts. 

================================================================== 
Part ‘A’ 

1. Why the 'Great wall of China' was constructed?       [2] 

2. Mention two reasons responsible for the Abbasid's Revolutions.     [2] 

3. Which were the main items of the Mongolian trade with China?    [2] 

4. Write any two features of Mesopotamian religion      [2] 

Part ‘B’ 

       

5. Briefly explain about the main players in the political history of Roman Empire [4] 

6. ‘Genghis Khan’s army was a mixture of diverse people”. Explain with examples [4] 

7. State the main characteristics of the city of Ur.      [4] 

8. Describe briefly the Mongol administrative system from the conquered societies [4]. 

9. Briefly explain any four characterisitcs of Mongol tribes.    [4] 

Part ‘C’ 

10. 'The development of spoken language has been seen as closely connected with art, 

since both are media for communication' Evaluate       [8] 

11. Who was Constantine? Discuss his achievements in the final centuries of Roman 

world.             [8] 

12. What were the effects of Crusades in Europe & Asia?     [8] 

13. Explain the legacy of Mesopotamia to the world. .     [8] 

Part ‘D’   

14. The Hadza           [5] 

The Hadza are a small group of hunters and gatherers, living in the vicinity  

Lake Eyasi, a salt rift-valley lake.. The country of the eastern Hadza , dry, rocky 

savanna dominated by thorn scrub and acacia trees is rich in wild foods. Animals are 

exceptionally numerous and were certainly commoner at the beginning of the century.  

Elephant, rhinoveros, buffalo, giraffe,zebra, waterbuck….are all common. Smaller 

animals such as porcupine, hare, jackal , tortoise and many others. All of these 

animlas apart from the elephant are hunted and eaten by the Hadza . 

 

(i) Who were the people of Hadza? Where do they live?     [2] 

(ii) Which animals were hunted and eaten by the people of Hadza[ 2] 

(iii) What types of trees were grown in this region??     [1] 
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15. On the Treatment of Slaves          [5] 

 ‘Soon afterwards the City Prefect, Lucius Pedanius Secundus, was murdered by one of 

his slaves. After the murder, ancient custom required that every slave residing under the 

same roof must be executed. But a crowd gathered, eager to save so many innocent lives; 

and rioting began. The senate-house was besieged. Inside, there was feeling against 

excessive severity, but the majority opposed any change (….) [The senators] favouring 

execution prevailed. However, great crowds ready with stones and torches prevented the 

order from being carried out. Nero rebuked the population by za  edict, and lined with 

troops the whole route along which those condemned were taken for execution.’ – Tacitus 

(55-117), historian of the early empire. 

a. Who was murdered and by whom?  [2] 

b. How did the ancient custom deal with such a situation? [1] 

c. What was the reaction of the public? [1] 

d. How did Emperor Nero respond to the public protest? [1] 

 

16. Islamic Calendar                      [5] 

The Hijri era was established during the caliphate of Umar, with the first year falling in 

622 CE. A date in the Hijri calendar is followed by the letters AH. The Hijri year is a 

lunar year of 354 days, 12 months (Muharram to Dhul Hijja) of 29 or 30 days. Each day 

begins at sunset and each month with the sighting of the crescent moon. The Hijri year is 

about 11 days shorter than the solar year. Therefore, none of the Islamic religious 

festivals, including the Ramazan fast, Id and hajj, corresponds in any way to seasons. 

There is no easy way to match the dates in the Hijri calendar with the dates in the 

Gregorian calendar (established by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582 CE). One can calculate the 

rough equivalents between the Islamic (H) and Gregorian Christian (C) years with the 

following formulae: (H × 32 / 33) + 622 = C (C – 622) × 33 / 32 = H  

a. Mention the importance of 622AD in Islamic calendar. [2]  

b. What is the total number of days in Hijari year? [2]  

c. What is the meaning of Haj? [1] 

Part ‘E’ 

17. On the outline map of Eurasia, locate and mark the following:         [1x5=5] 

a. France  

b. Constantinople  

c. Euphrates  

d. Mangolia 

e. Mediterranean Sea 
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